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Abstract: A national population census is instrumental in offering a holistic view of a country’s
progress, directly influencing policy formulation and strategic planning. Potential flaws in the census
system can have detrimental impacts on national development. Our prior research has pinpointed
various deficiencies in current census methodologies, including inadequate population coverage,
racial and ethnic discrimination, and challenges related to data privacy, security, and distribution.
This study aims to address the “missing persons” challenge in the national census population and
housing system. The integration of blockchain technology emerges as a promising solution for
addressing these identified issues, enhancing the integrity and efficacy of census processes. Building
upon our earlier research which examined the national census system of Pakistan, we propose an
architecture design incorporating Hyperledger Fabric, performing system sizing for the entire nation
count. The Blockchain-Based Implementation of National Census as a Supplementary Instrument for
Enhanced Transparency, Accountability, Privacy, and Security (BINC-TAPS) seeks to provide a robust,
transparent, scalable, immutable, and tamper-proof solution for conducting national population
and housing censuses, while also fostering socio-economic advancements. This paper presents
a comprehensive overview of our research, with a primary focus on the implementation of the
blockchain-based proposed solution, including prototype testing and the resulting outcomes.

Keywords: national housing and population census; blockchain; blockchain-based national housing
and population census; architecture design; Hyperledger Fabric; national census prototype

1. Introduction

A national population and housing census is meant to collect comprehensive data
on the demographics, individual characteristics, and living conditions within a country.
These data are crucial for policymakers to make informed decisions regarding the economy,
finance, healthcare, social benefits, import/export, education, and other sectors, ultimately
driving a nation’s development. The United Nations stipulates the necessity of a decennial
census, a procedure conducted every ten years to accumulate data about the inhabitants
of a jurisdiction [1]. Yet, shortcomings in the census system can substantially hinder a
country’s strategic planning and overall interests.

The existing census systems are flawed, with data updates occurring only once every
ten years, leading to a laborious and redundant process. This system often fails to protect
the rights of minorities and marginalized communities against corrupt governments and
influential individuals [2,3]. Current census data collection methods encounter difficulties
in enumerating elusive populations, often referred to as “missing persons”. These individ-
uals live in challenging situations, including unregistered buildings, non-compliant house
extensions, shared residences, and concealed or mobile locations [2,4,5]. Deliberate efforts
by certain minorities and undocumented immigrants to evade detection further complicate
their inclusion in the census. The involvement of humans in data management introduces
errors and potential leaks, prompting investigations into formal solutions which reduce
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human interaction to ensure more precise and secure outcomes. There have been instances
of statistical ethnic cleansing and misrepresentation of minorities worldwide. The current
system also struggles with transparency, data quality, and the protection of personally
identifiable information (PII) [6]. These problems are exacerbated by external immigrants
from war zones and internally displaced populations due to climate change, as the urgency
for care and relief often takes precedence over data privacy and protection requirements.

The scope of this paper is to investigate the use of a blockchain-based national pop-
ulation and housing census and address the issue of missing persons in census data by
utilizing community-level datasets from non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to verify
individuals’ living conditions and addresses. This method provides a granular and accurate
representation of population demographics, combining diverse datasets from various stake-
holders to create a reliable source of truth. This contrasts with current government-based
systems, which are often susceptible to corruption and political manipulation. Implement-
ing a national population census on a blockchain is expected to provide inherent security,
transparency, and immutability advantages, while adding societal value to record, monitor,
forecast, and extrapolate a country’s demographic dynamics and socio-economic activities.
It bridges the gap between computer science, surveying, government data collection in-
struments, distributed ledgers, demographics, statistical models, and population censuses,
fostering a multidisciplinary approach which combines ideas, business applications, tech-
nology, and governance frameworks. The result is a new supplementary implementation
model for national censuses that enhances security, accountability, and transparency and
addresses the challenge of missing people unaccounted for by traditional census methods.

In this paper, Section 2 covers the methodologies followed in the enumeration process.
Section 3 discusses the literature understanding of this topic based on our prior publication
of a systematic literature review. Sections 4 and 5 cover the characteristics of blockchain, its
implementation in the government sector, and related works in our research area. Section 6
highlights the core findings related to Pakistan’s national census system (a case study).
Section 7 covers a census architecture design based on Hyperledger Fabric. Section 8
mainly demonstrates a prototype of the proposed solution, followed by its testing and
results in Section 9. A discussion has been initiated on the results in Section 10, with
recommendations to improve the census process. The solution’s implication, research
contribution, and future directions are covered in the “Conclusions” section. The list of
abbreviations is provided at the end of the paper.

2. Existing Enumeration and Housing Population Census Methodology

Conducting a national population and housing census demands substantial financial
and human resources. The gathered data, crucial for policy-making and resource manage-
ment globally, must be collected accurately by posing relevant questions and enumerating
all individuals. Census methodology, therefore, plays a vital role and necessitates careful
consideration to comprehensively represent a country’s population.

Historically, censuses like those in the United States have exhibited bias, neglecting
people of color, slaves, and Native Americans, leading to the significant underrepresen-
tation of these groups. This highlights the need for a standardized global methodology.
The United Nations addressed this by developing the Principles and Recommendations
for Population and Housing Censuses, serving as a guide for countries to achieve reliable
population counts at specific points in time [1].

Traditionally, a census involves full-field enumeration, employing various methods to
reach households and individuals. Data are condensed into questionnaires designed to cap-
ture comprehensive information without marginalization. Conducted through electronic
media, mail, or interviews, a census offers an extensive view of a country’s population and
socio-economic domains. Despite its advantages, a traditional full-field census is complex,
time-consuming, and resource-intensive and may lack optimal technological efficiency,
leading to data redundancy.
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An alternative methodology, the register-based census, focuses on specific sub-groups
rather than the entire population. It utilizes information from existing records to identify
individuals and households in selected areas of employment, education, and tax brackets.
Administrative registers, derived from crucial variables, are enumerated and compiled
through the census process. Examples of administered variables include taxation, employ-
ment, education, social welfare, and businesses.

The register-based census methodology is cost-effective, utilizing existing data sources
and requiring less funding than the traditional full-field methods [7]. However, it faces
challenges in defining variables, potentially leading to discrepancies and the overlooking
of certain subgroups, like transient populations. Information may be outdated due to
restricted access to registries, limiting this method’s overall accuracy [1].

An integrated approach combines register-based and traditional census methods,
improving data accuracy and population coverage. This method leverages administrative
registers to define subgroups and incorporates field research for recent information. This
integrated method enhances data accuracy and accessibility, whilst being cost-effective and
not as resource-intensive as traditional methods [8].

Identifiers are essential in both register-based and field research-based methods to
prevent overlaps and handle duplicates. Cross-referencing and probabilistic methods
address missing entries. A rolling census, conducted annually, complements full-fledged
censuses, providing up-to-date information and allowing flexibility for future surveys [1].

Blockchain technology can address the issue of outdated data by enabling regular
and real-time updates through electronic sharing. Decentralized data collection from
smart devices and IoT sensors directly contributes to the blockchain network, while smart
contracts automate survey processes, reducing manual administration. Blockchain’s in-
teroperability and integration capabilities enable the consolidation of data from diverse
sources, creating a comprehensive view of the population. By leveraging these blockchain
features, national census authorities can establish a dynamic and responsive system that
continuously updates and enriches census data. Artificial intelligence can enhance data
profiling and analysis. Post-census activities, including data processing, storage, and
maintenance, are crucial for preventing leaks and improving future planning. Control
information documents practices and errors for continuous improvement [1].

Setting bounds on variables during data processing minimizes errors. Imputation
methods handle missing or error-prone entries, ensuring smoother data analysis [1].
Archives and restricted access maintain public trust and engagement, with countries
adopting different models for data accessibility to researchers [9].

3. Literature Review

The United Nations, in collaboration with individual countries, has made significant
efforts to enhance the standards of census methodologies. These endeavors aim to minimize
errors and improve the accuracy of collected insights. However, despite these dedicated
efforts, there remain challenges that hinder the optimal execution of census operations,
particularly in terms of enumerating and accurately covering all individuals.

One of the fundamental reasons for these challenges is the limited scalability of existing
solutions. Many census approaches struggle to provide comprehensive coverage or fail to
be universally applicable across diverse regions and countries.

Addressing these limitations requires a concerted effort to develop more scalable
and adaptable census methodologies. By leveraging advanced technologies, embracing
data-driven approaches, and fostering cross-country collaboration, we can work towards
overcoming these pitfalls and achieving more precise and inclusive census outcomes.
Moreover, continuous innovation and stakeholder engagement will be vital in creating a
robust and resilient census system that can cater to different populations’ unique needs
and characteristics worldwide.

In the preliminary stage of our study, we carried out a systematic review of the
existing literature, identifying six major deficiencies in the national population census
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process, which we will be discussing in this section. These flaws encompassed issues such
as population coverage, ethnicity and race-based discrimination, apprehensions regarding
data privacy and security, obstacles in the dissemination of data, substantial financial
implications of executing a census, and hurdles in public engagement [10].

3.1. Population Coverage

Census data collection has long been a concern due to its limitations in accurately
covering all forms of living arrangements for individuals within a region or country.
The guidelines set forth by the United Nations for enumeration recommend canvassing
households, but this approach overlooks individuals who lack proper living arrangements,
such as homeless communities, frequent travellers, and nomadic groups who do not
associate themselves with a fixed location [11].

Unfortunately, these gaps in census data have real-world consequences. For example,
during Pakistan’s 2017 census, approximately 1.5 million people from Karachi were re-
ported missing from the count [12]. Similarly, in the United States, the 2010 census missed
1.5 million children from minority communities, particularly 2.1% of Black Americans and
1.5% of Hispanics [13]. These discrepancies highlight the need for a more comprehensive
and inclusive data collection approach.

The transparency, quality, and accuracy of data are also pressing challenges in the
current census system, as is the need to safeguard personally identifiable information
(PII) [6]. The sensitivity of these data makes it crucial to adopt robust data protection
measures to ensure privacy and prevent misuse.

Efforts have been made to address the issue of “difficult-to-enumerate” population
groups. The UN principles suggest incorporating the place of count for the census and
whether it represents the individuals’ usual residence, aiming to reduce miscounts of
children and frequent travelers [1]. While this is a step in the right direction, it still
falls short of accounting for dynamic variables and requires a more comprehensive and
adaptable approach that encompasses homeless, stateless, and refugee groups.

Another significant concern is over-coverage, which occurs when there is duplication
in the data, leading to individuals being counted more than once. This could happen
with individuals having multiple jobs or addresses [12]. Although over-coverage can be
managed, it may not always be handled in the most efficient manner.

3.2. Ethnic and Racial Discrimination

Throughout history, data collection by ruling authorities has been marred by dis-
criminatory practices that either underestimate or overestimate certain groups based on
factors like religion, race, or ethnicity. These inaccuracies have significant implications, as
census figures play a crucial role in policymaking and funding decisions. When certain
communities are underrepresented, it leads to an unfair allocation of funds, depriving them
of much-needed financial assistance.

For instance, the 2010 US census underrepresented Native American populations
of Navaho origins and Alaskan natives by 4.9 percent. The 2020 census is expected to
exacerbate underrepresentation, especially in regions with inadequate broadband access
due to the shift to online data collection [13]. In India, the implementation of the CAA law,
which bans Muslim immigrants from settling in the country, has sparked country-wide
uproars and riots, raising concerns about the safety and underrepresentation of the Muslim
population in the upcoming decennial census [14].

Efforts have been made in census data collection to be more inclusive, such as counting
Sikhs as an individual ethnic community in the 2020 US census [15]. Similarly, India plans
to account for households run by transgender individuals separately, rectifying the earlier
mislabeling of such households as male-headed households [16].

However, there are inherent drawbacks in the current system. The data update
process for each individual is laborious and repetitive, and there is a need to protect the
rights of minorities and marginalized communities from corrupt governments and selfish
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potentates [2,3]. For instance, Nigeria’s census has witnessed instances of statistical ethnic
cleansing and misrepresentation of minorities [1].

3.3. Privacy

Privacy concerns related to census data have become increasingly significant with
the advancement of technology. In the past, the primary worry was the possibility of
data leakage to enemy states, which could provide them with valuable information for
planning attacks. For example, a cyber-attack on the Census Bureau exposed person-
nel data for approximately 4200 individuals, highlighting the need for stronger data
protection measures [4].

In more recent times, the concerns are similar but pertain to both the use and storage of
census data. In the Australian census, there was a public outcry when the option to opt-out
of retaining the original names of users was removed without sufficient consultation or
prior knowledge [17]. These privacy concerns can lead to reluctance or even boycotts
of the census.

Centralized data storage also raises privacy concerns, as it makes data vulnerable
to cyber-attacks. The rise in cybercrimes necessitates a more technologically advanced
and secure approach to data maintenance, access, and storage to address privacy concerns
among the population.

In the past, privacy concerns have led to legal actions. In Germany, citizens sued
the government over a 160-question long census questionnaire, raising concerns about
the potential identification of individuals through the collected information. The ruling
established a right to “self-determination” of the information shareable by citizens, in
contrast to the surveillance behavior seen in Nazi-Germany [18].

Data leakages can occur in four ways, as identified by Dunn and Austin [19].
(i) Accidental leakage may result from human errors, oversight, or ignorance in han-
dling data during the traditional census process. The number of individuals involved in
the census process increases the risk of such leakages. (ii) The second form of leakage is
driven by malicious intent, where involved parties seek unauthorized access to data for
criminal purposes. Strict precautions, training, and penalties are necessary to prevent this
type of leakage. (iii) The third form of leakage arises from legal obligations, such as court
orders which require the disclosure of information publicly. Efficient means of validating
personal information without disclosing actual data can help handle such circumstances.
(iv) The last form of leakage is related to statistical necessity, where data are disclosed to
researchers or the public for analysis and interpretation. While insights derived from data
analysis do not violate privacy, disclosing actual identifiable data can raise concerns about
data misuse and potential human errors leading to leakage.

Addressing privacy concerns in census data collection requires robust security mea-
sures, data protection protocols, and strict compliance with privacy regulations. Fur-
thermore, involving the public in discussions regarding data collection and ensuring
transparency can build trust and confidence in the census process.

3.4. Census Data Distribution

Another vital aspect to explore concerns the mechanisms employed by census bureaus
for sharing data with relevant or requested authorities. Juran [6] delves into the reports
from the 2010 world program on population and housing censuses to comprehend the
primary methods utilized for disseminating census data. It was found that approximately
63 countries predominantly employ paper publications for data distribution. In contrast,
34 countries rely on static web pages, and a mere 17 countries have adopted interactive
online databases. Predominantly, developing nations utilize paper-based methods, along-
side CD-ROMs and DVDs, for data distribution. Notably, almost all countries, including
the United States, lack a distributed and decentralized system capable of meeting the
requirements of all stakeholders in a timely manner.
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3.5. Cost of Census

Conducting a census is an extensive and resource-intensive task that involves signif-
icant costs, including human capital, financial expenses, and materials required for data
collection and enumeration. The scale of census activities contributes to their steep costs,
which tend to increase over time. The type of census also influences the costs, with a
full-field research census being more expensive compared to administrative censuses or
small-scale enumerations in specific areas [20].

The cost of conducting a decennial census in the United States serves as an illustrative
example. The 2010 census cost approximately thirteen billion dollars, which was twice as
much as the cost of the census in the year 2000. Similarly, the cost of the 2000 census was
double that of the 1990 census. These escalating costs are due to the growing complexity
of census processes as the population increases [8]. In fact, the estimated cost for the
latest decennial census in 2010 increased from an earlier projection of 11 billion dollars to
14 billion dollars. This increase was a result of abandoning the handheld devices called
NRFUs and reverting to the traditional paper approach, which required more trained field
staff to conduct in-person data collection [21].

3.6. Cooperation and Participation

Public cooperation and participation are crucial aspects of the census process. Histori-
cally, there has been public reluctance regarding census data collection, often stemming
from concerns about potential increases in taxation or other adverse consequences. How-
ever, in recent years, this reluctance has decreased, although government still need to exert
efforts to improve coverage.

To encourage participation, governments invest in media coverage and advertisements
to raise public awareness about the census. For example, in the United States, in-post mail
is sent to addresses of households to encourage responses. In 2010, about 83 percent
of households responded to the in-post mail on time. The remaining non-responsive
households required on-field workers to conduct in-person data collection. In developing
countries like Bangladesh, where literacy rates may be lower, schoolteachers were engaged
to spread census awareness and later perform in-person enumeration duties. This approach
can be costly for the government, especially in developing states, as additional resources
are needed to ensure widespread census knowledge and coverage [22].

In conclusion, census data collection faces challenges in counting hard-to-reach pop-
ulations, commonly known as “missing persons”. These individuals reside in difficult-
to-enumerate situations, such as unregistered buildings, non-compliant house extensions,
shared residences, and mobile or hidden locations. Certain minorities and undocumented
immigrants intentionally avoid detection, complicating their inclusion in the census. Hu-
man involvement in data management introduces errors and leakages, prompting the
exploration of a formal solution minimizing human interaction for more accurate and
secure results.

Addressing these challenges necessitates a multidimensional approach involving tech-
nological advancements, community engagement, and adaptive enumeration methods.
Utilizing modern technologies, like blockchain-based solutions, could enhance accuracy, ef-
ficiency, and inclusivity in census data collection while preserving data privacy and security.
Collaborating with local communities and incorporating their knowledge ensures a more
comprehensive enumeration, especially for historically underrepresented groups. These
steps contribute to building a more reliable and equitable census system that accurately
reflects the diverse population of a region or country.

4. Blockchain

A blockchain is a distributed ledger that allows for the recording of transactions and
data in a verifiable and permanent way across a decentralized network. It uses crypto-
graphic techniques like hashing and digital signatures to create immutable records [23].
Multiple participants, called nodes, maintain a copy of the ledger each and must vali-
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date any updates. Consensus mechanisms like proof-of-work ensure that transactions are
verified before being added to the blockchain [24].

A key feature of the blockchain is decentralization: i.e., it does not rely on a central
authority. The ledger is maintained by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to
protocols [25]. All participants have access to an identical copy of the ledger. Any changes
have to be initiated by participants and verified by others. This eliminates intermediaries
and centralized control [24].

While blockchain ledgers are public, users interact pseudonymously through gener-
ated addresses. This provides transparency and, yet, ensures a level of anonymity [25].
Data, once added to the blockchain, cannot be modified retroactively without alteration of
all subsequent blocks. This makes blockchain networks immutable and tamper-proof [23].

Smart contracts allow complex applications to be built atop blockchains. These are pro-
grammable contracts that self-execute when certain conditions are fulfilled [26]. Blockchain
technology enables trustless interactions and automated processes between disparate par-
ties on a distributed network.

4.1. Characteristics of Blockchain

A blockchain can be characterized as a distributed ledger of any type of transactions,
where a transaction is the exchange of data (medical data, consumer details, product data,
etc.). The blockchain offers many benefits and advantages over traditional centuries-old cen-
tralized systems. The advantages range from security to efficiency and from immutability
to non-alterability [27]. Its main characteristics are as follows:

• P2P: the blockchain network is peer-to-peer, which means that all members of the network
interact with each other and resolve network-related issues in a collective manner.

• Cryptographically Secure: blockchains rely on public–private key cryptography for security
and secrecy. Each user has a public key through which they receive cryptocurrencies and
information, whereas the private key is for sending information. Each user has an address,
which is derived through the hash of a public key of the user, to receive funds through.
Each blockchain may use a different version of a hash function, which essentially encrypts
information to add security to information transfer processes. For the Bitcoin blockchain,
the hash function is SHA256, whereas for Ethereum it is ETH HASH.

• Append-Only: blockchains are append-only record-keeping decentralized technolo-
gies. This means that data can only be added to the blockchain and cannot be changed
or modified once added to it. Hence, transactions and information in the blockchain
remain forever.

• Time-Stamped: transactions are stored in chronological order.
• Decentralized: the blockchain is decentralized, meaning no single authority controls,

influences, or manipulates the data records that exists in a blockchain.
• Consensus Mechanism: The validation mechanisms, that is, how transactions are

added to the blockchain, are defined through a consensus mechanism that differs from
blockchain to blockchain. For instance, for the Bitcoin network, “Proof of Work” is
used, which corresponds to the computational power each user/node has. The higher
the computational power, the greater the likelihood of producing a block to add to the
blockchain [28].

4.2. Blockchain Implementations in Government

Blockchain-based solutions vary from an industry to another in domain and their
applications. We can find various implementations, ranging from the energy sector [29,30]
to finance [31], healthcare, supply chains [32], academia [33,34], and many more. Nonethe-
less, blockchain technology helps the government sector to improve services by offering
solutions in the following areas:

• Land registry—Blockchains can create immutable land records, making title transfers
transparent and reducing fraud. The Swedish government is testing a blockchain land
registry system [35].
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• Voting system—Blockchain-based e-voting can enable transparent, tamper-proof, and
verifiable elections. Brazil has implemented a blockchain voting system [36], as well
as Estonia, who is setting an example in the region [37].

• Identity management—Blockchain digital IDs can prevent identity theft and enable
seamless Know Your Customers (KYC) processes. Dubai plans to put all government
documents on a blockchain by 2020 [38].

• Taxation—Blockchain technology can improve tax filing, collection, and audits through
trackable records and the automation of processes. The UK’s tax authority is exploring
using a blockchain for VAT collection [39].

• Benefits disbursement—Blockchain wallet systems can enable the direct fraud-proof
transfer of government benefits and welfare schemes. The World Food Programme
uses a blockchain for aid distribution [40].

• Regulatory compliance—Blockchain ‘regtech’ solutions can make regulatory report-
ing and compliance more efficient through shared ledgers between regulators and
entities [41]. The US Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) is implementing a
blockchain for regulatory oversight [42].

• Public procurement—Blockchain technology enables transparency and immutability
in government procurement through tamper-proof contract data and spending records
on a public ledger. Dubai uses a blockchain for government procurement [43].

Despite the credentials of blockchain and its various applications in the government
field, it is yet to be explored and tested for national population censuses. Due to the
characteristics of blockchain technology, it is expected that blockchain-based systems for
population and housing censuses will also inherit these characteristics. Therefore, such
systems can potentially be used for the following:

• Recording census data—Census data like name, age, address, etc., can be recorded on
a blockchain in a secure and immutable way. These data would be transparent, while
also protecting privacy through encryption.

• Data integrity—Blockchain’s distributed nature makes census data highly secure and
immutable. Once recorded, the data cannot be altered without network consensus.
This ensures accuracy and trust in census figures.

• Authentication of census enumerators—Blockchain technology can enable the secure
authentication of census enumerators using digital IDs. Their activities, like surveys
completed, can also be immutably recorded on the chain.

• Access control for data—Census data on the blockchain can consist of granularly
permissions to ensure that only authorized parties can access specific data. This
maintains transparency while also prioritizing privacy.

• Automating parts of the census—Smart contracts enabled via a blockchain allow for
the automation of certain census operations like notifications, tracking fieldwork, and
data transfer between parties.

• Decentralized identification system—Blockchain technology can be used to create
tamper-proof digital IDs for citizens that are secured cryptographically. This allows
for the unique identification and authentication of each person.

Our research hypothesis is that the implementation of blockchain technology holds
the promise to alleviate, if not entirely eradicate, the identified challenges and potential
solutions listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Challenges of national population censuses and potential solutions [10].

Sr. Challenges of Centralized System Blockchain-Based
Solution Potential Solution

1 Population Coverage improve

Decentralized NGOs, part of
the blockchain, carrying out

the enumeration of
smart contracts
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Table 1. Cont.

Sr. Challenges of Centralized System Blockchain-Based
Solution Potential Solution

2 Ethnic and Racial Discrimination improve Immutability of records,
timestamped records

3 Privacy Concerns resolve
Decentralization and

cryptographically secured,
immutable data

4 Census Data Distribution resolve Smart contracts

5 Cost of Census improve Decentralization

6 Cooperation and Participation improve Transparency and
accountability

5. Related Blockchain-Based National Population Census Work

The exploration of blockchain technology for the housing and population census
enumeration process is a recent development in the field of research. In the existing body of
literature, ref. [44] introduces another relevant work. The researchers in [44] have proposed
an infrastructure that integrates blockchain technology for census enumeration and internet
voting applications. While these applications have distinct considerations and requirements,
the researchers suggest using voting stations for census enumeration processing, indicating
potential synergies between the two processes. The focus of the research has been on
the cost and security aspects of the census enumeration process. Comparing blockchain
technology with traditional models like the client–server model, cloud-based technology,
and mobile-based services, the researchers assert that the blockchain offers superior security
features [44].

The proposed implementation involves using a private blockchain platform (mul-
tichain blockchain) that provides more control and privacy. They suggest building an
isolated peer-to-peer infrastructure, which will be governed by the Indian government.
This infrastructure will consist of 4689 fixed stations distributed across constituencies. The
stations will be connected via fiber optic cables and will function as multichain nodes of
the blockchain network [44].

Given the explanation, there are a few considerable limitations of this blockchain-based
proposal for the national population census, which are as follows:

• The reliance on unique IDs, like Aadhaar, risks excluding portions of the population
with lost or without proper identification, especially those in remote areas or with
complex living arrangements.

• Allowing multiple family members to log in could compromise data quality and accuracy.
• The proposed peer-to-peer infrastructure with thousands of nodes connected via fiber

optic cables seems impractical and extremely costly.
• Voter information has different requirements than typical census data collection. Com-

bining this to the two-on-one blockchain system may not be optimal.
• Blockchain technology brings advantages like security, transparency, and decentraliza-

tion. But factors like population coverage, efficient data collection, verification, and
access control for different entities are equally critical for an effective census system.

Nonetheless, India’s overall literacy rate is 72% as of the year 2015 [45], as a person
who can write their name in the Hindi language is also considered literate. Over 55% of
Indians have access to broadband internet, and only 20% of Indians have the ability to
use the internet [46]. The proposed online system might expand the gap in population
coverage in the country.

A pragmatic approach would likely incorporate blockchain technology selectively for
certain aspects, like identity management or data integrity, while also investing in training
enumerators, using hybrid data capture modes, and building inclusive identification
systems. Table 2 presents a comparison between related work and our proposed solution.
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Table 2. A comparison table between related systems and the BINC-TAPS framework.

Attributes Census Enumeration and
Internet Voting App BINC-TAPS Framework

Application Type Online, available to citizens Online, available to
surveyors and NGOs

Platform Type Combined Solo

Blockchain Multichain Hyperledger Fabric

Population Coverage Issue None Improves

Racial and Ethnic Discrimination No Resolve

Privacy Concerns Resolves Resolves

Census Data Distribution None Resolves

Cost of Census Reduces Reduces

Cooperation and Participation No Improves

Countries Exploring the Integration of Blockchain in the Census System

There are currently no countries that have fully integrated blockchain into their na-
tional census systems. However, there are some examples of pilot projects and early-stage
experimentation with blockchain for census-related applications:

• Dubai–launched the Dubai Blockchain Strategy in 2016, with census data collection
mentioned as a future application, but a concrete implementation is still awaited [43].

• India–proposed using a permissioned blockchain for future census data collection by
the government. Academic researchers have published design frameworks, but no
system has been implemented yet [44].

Several startups like Census Chain and Procivis [47] have worked on blockchain-
based identity and census data solutions, but wide-scale adoption by governments remains
elusive currently.

While promising proofs-of-concept exist, most governments are still assessing feasibil-
ity or running small trials. Large-scale adoption faces challenges like population coverage,
technology readiness across census machinery, and legal/regulatory hurdles. However,
opportunities remain for selective blockchain integration to enhance data integrity and
efficiency in the future.

6. A Case Study of Pakistan’s National Population Census Bureau

Considering the challenges discussed in the literature review section, we picked a case
study of Pakistan. The selection of Pakistan as the primary focus stems from one of the
researcher’s origins in the country, facilitating easier access to information for nationals
compared to attempting the same for other countries. Additionally, the researcher in ques-
tion expressed a desire to contribute to the well-being of her fellow citizens. Utilizing a
qualitative research approach, face-to-face structured interviews were conducted at the
National Census Bureau to identify challenges and propose a blockchain-based solution.
This solution aims to address concerns related to census data sensitivity, privacy, and na-
tional security. This method offers the benefits of formulating relevant questions, ensuring
the consistency and comparability of interview responses, and minimizing errors and
biases. The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics stands as the country’s principal official agency
tasked with collecting, compiling, and disseminating statistical information pertaining to
the national population census.

During the second phase of our research study, a list of 34 questions for structured
interviews was prepared and split into five sections: participant backgrounds, existing
system, missed populations, blockchain awareness, and new system requirements (see
Appendix A). It was then translated into Pakistan’s national language—Urdu—so that
participants could be comfortable during the session and completely understand what had
been asked. The target participants were selected based on the following criteria: should
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have 10+ years of experience and be part of a planning, data collection, consolidation,
and compilation or IT support team. We set the minimum target bar for 10–15 partici-
pants because the national census bureau is a single federal body in the country, and the
participants’ teams will mainly use the proposed system [48].

The interviews took place during October–December 2022. Ten participants partici-
pated with consensus. A total of 450 data points were collected via 34 main questions and
11 derived questions. KoboToolbox was used for data collection, and Python and Jupyter-
Notebook were used for data transformation, cleaning, and analysis. Pandas, NumPy,
Plotly, and Sweetviz libraries were considered during the analysis [48].

The key findings from analyzing the structured interview responses are as follows [48]:

• Supervisors can manually alter census data without immutable audit trails, raising
concerns about integrity. Only supervisors can change data when inputting missing
values, lacking transparency.

• The census bureau relies solely on authorized surveyors for enumeration and does
not cross-verify with external data sources, risking undercounting marginalized pop-
ulations like the homeless. Some participants identified potentially missed groups,
including those in remote areas, transgender individuals, and unregistered orphanages.

• The proposed blockchain system could allow accredited entities to participate in
enumeration for universal coverage. A self-sovereign identity (SII) model would help
count populations without official IDs. A suggested consortium blockchain aims to
balance openness with security.

• The participants outlined needs such as digitization, reliability, accuracy, and upgraded
infrastructure and desired features including immutability, accountability, encrypted
storage, etc., as listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Priorities of the requirement and functional decomposition [49].

Requirement Function Decomposition Priority

Data digitalization
Website; login portal; digital

questionnaire; authorized logins;
data sharing

High

Data consistency, immutability,
reliability, security,

and encryption
Blockchain High

Eliminate political relevance Blockchain High

Elimination of data redundancy Blockchain High

Summarized data accessibility
for everyone

Easy access to data downloads’
data in the required format High

Thumbprints collection Biometric thumbprint collection Medium

Progress Dashboard/Reports Visibility of ongoing census count Low

Confirmation notification to the
interviewee Sending of SMS notifications Low

NGOs/NPOs integration

Register themselves on the
website or bureau of census

directly, get them registered, and
provide essential access.

In summary, the interviews revealed gaps in the current processes around traceabil-
ity, transparency, and population coverage. A permissioned blockchain solution could
potentially address these through cryptographic security, smart identity management, and
controlled participation, enhancing integrity while retaining privacy.

Requirements and Function Decomposition

Based on the findings from the structured interviews and the challenges, require-
ments, and new features for the proposed system, the logical functional units for the
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solution are identified and presented in Table 3 below. Our primary research objective is
to address the issue of missing persons in the population census count. We propose the
integration of NGOs and non-profit organizations (NPOs) in the census process, as the
census bureau typically holds exclusive data and does not incorporate reliable third-party
or open-source information. This integration would distribute responsibility and costs,
ensuring comprehensive nation-wide coverage [50].

It is worth noting that comprehending the cultural boundaries of the population
and housing census bureau is crucial. Due to their limited familiarity with emerging
technologies and a cautious approach to sharing trust and responsibilities, the bureau
will involve NGOs selectively rather than implementing an open registration module for
all. Initiating from a standpoint where they gradually share responsibility is essential to
cultivating a trustworthy culture. The registration process can be streamlined as necessary
after successfully piloting this project.

7. Architecture Design of a Blockchain-Based Solution

To finalize the architecture design, the following tools were selected and used in a
proof-of-concept solution development:

• Hyperledger Fabric;
• InterPlanetary File System (IPFS);
• MongoDB Atlas;
• NodeJS/ReactJS;
• Ubuntu 16.04 OS.

7.1. Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger is a permissioned blockchain infrastructure that emerged in early 2016
as a robust solution tailored to business and industry needs. Originally named Open-
Blockchain and later rebranded, Hyperledger, initiated by the Linux Foundation, functions
as a framework, meaning that it is neither a blockchain nor a company. It is devised to
offer deployment solutions for business infrastructure, utilizing blockchain technology to
enhance operational efficiency. With the collaboration of approximately 100 companies,
Hyperledger is an ongoing project fostering consistency and developing industry-driven
blockchain applications to better meet business demands.

Within the Hyperledger umbrella, various projects and frameworks exist, with Hy-
perledger Fabric being one of them. Serving as a permissioned blockchain network, Hy-
perledger Fabric is established by organizations forming a consortium. Each member
organization in this network configures their peers for network participation, implementing
an access control mechanism to regulate information visibility among peers as needed [51].

Hyperledger Fabric, a cryptocurrency-free blockchain framework, operates on a per-
missioned network with restricted access. Its modular design simplifies the setup of
business-specific blockchain infrastructure, emphasizing security through the Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) algorithm. Using chain code for smart contracts, the framework
employs Docker for containerization, ensuring modularity and portability. The voting-
based consensus mechanism in Hyperledger Fabric, comprising endorsement, ordering,
and validation phases, facilitates efficient and secure transaction processing. Notably,
the mechanism considers users’ hierarchical roles, incorporating access control lists and
identity verification at each channel point [52].

It is crucial to acknowledge that platform selection involves trade-offs, and no frame-
work is flawless. We have compared five leading permissioned blockchain technologies—
Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum, Quorum, MultiChain, and R3 Corda—considering con-
sensus type, smart contracts, open source, support and governance, and cryptocurrency
enablement [50]. Hyperledger Fabric offers cross-industry solutions instead of finance-only
solutions. For the assessment of these permissioned blockchain frameworks, five metrics
have been considered: latency, throughput, scalability, privacy, and adoption. Fabric,
Ethereum, Quorum, Multichain, and Corda have, respectively, an average grade of 4.2, 3.3,
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2.2, 2, and 2.2 [53]. Hyperledger Fabric stands out as first in terms of privacy, latency, and
throughput and second in scalability and adoption.

The growing number of Hyperledger Fabric’s use cases as well as government-related
applications, as shown in Table 4, are visible proof of the tool’s maturity and the strength of
the developer community around it [54], making it a go-to framework when investigating
blockchain adoption in enterprises. Its plug-and-play design provides unlimited network
configuration options.

Table 4. Permissioned blockchain framework use cases and government-related applications.

Blockchain Framework Use Cases Government-Related Applications
H

yp
er

le
dg

er
Fa

br
ic

Manufacturing
Asset Depository

Direct Communication
B2B Contract

Assets Interoperability
Trade Finance

Pharmaceuticals
Financial Services

Banking
Healthcare

Internet of Things (IoT)

Secure Electronic Health Records (EHRs), drug
supply chain integrity, copyright protection, royalty
distribution, voting systems, land title registration,
identity management, public procurement, digital

identity systems, birth certificates, marriage licenses,
and other civic documents

Et
he

re
um

Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations (DAOs)
Token Launches (ICOs)

Enterprise Ethereum
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)

Stablecoins
Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
Royalties in Music Industry

Digital currency/payments, land registration,
identity management, record keeping, education,
supply chain traceability, healthcare, voting, and

legal entities management

Q
uo

ru
m

Financial Services
Supply Chain

Healthcare
Real Estate

Energy

Not explicit details found

M
ul

ti
ch

ai
n Asset Management

Data Management
Financial Transactions

Compliance and Regulation

Online census of India

R
3

C
or

da

Trade Finance
Insurance
Healthcare

Capital Markets
Supply Chain

Land registry
Regulatory compliance

Identity verification
Government bonds and securities

Public sector data management

Moreover, various researchers have covered Hyperledger Fabric comparisons with
other frameworks such as Hyperledger Sawtooth, ConsenSys Quorum, GoQuorum, Hyper-
ledger Besu, Endeavor Ethereum, Openchain, Graphene, Exonum, etc. [54–56].

7.2. Architecture Design and Process Flow

Figure 1 presents our proposed blockchain-based solution for a national population
census, given the selected technology stack. The process of conducting a census using this
architecture involves census surveyors collecting data from residents and entering it into
the client application. The data are then processed using smart contracts on the blockchain
network, with only anonymized or aggregated data being stored on-chain to protect privacy.
The thumbprint data are encrypted first using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), also
known as Rijndael [57], and then stored off-chain in IPFS, while the generated hash and
census data will be stored in MongoDB via the Hyperledger Fabric network. The identities
of census takers and administrators are verified through the identity management system,
and the data are securely stored in the database and blockchain network.
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The proposed blockchain-based national population census architecture consists of
the following steps:

1. Once the census survey form is completed, the collected thumbprint image is sent to
the IPFS system for storage.

2. AES encryption is applied to the file content, and IPFS generates a hash code repre-
senting the content’s location and returns it.

3. The surveyors, with their identities, initiate a transaction proposal to a specific channel
via applications.

4. The peer on the channel verifies the identity of the surveyors.
5. The peer then responds back to the application.
6. Subsequently, the application forwards the transaction to the peer who ordered

this information.
7. The peer who ordered the information then processes the transaction, creating a new

block in the process.
8. This new block is then distributed to all the peers on the network.
9. Finally, an event delivery notification is sent to the application, which then updates

the state database.

8. Blockchain-Based Census Enumerator System—A Prototype

The central component of the system is the Hyperledger Fabric network, which
assumes the responsibilities of overseeing access control, executing intelligent contracts,
and retaining transaction data. An array of nodes constitutes this network, all managed by
distinct organizations, i.e., the Bureau of Census and NGOs.

8.1. Data Structure and Privacy

The surveyors or representatives from NGOs duly complete the survey form and
upload the corresponding information onto the Hyperledger Fabric network.

• A reference pointer to the census information is diligently preserved within the Hy-
perledger Fabric network (on-chain), and the actual data undergoes AES encryption
prior to being stored within the IPFS repository (off-chain).
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• The reference associated with the data conserved in IPFS serves the purpose of ac-
cessing census-related information or verifying the identities of homeless individuals
through the utilization of their thumbprint data.

To safeguard privacy, access to the IPFS and Hyperledger Fabric networks is restricted
solely to authorized users. The encryption and distributed storage of individual and
housing information within the IPFS ensure that exclusively authorized verifiers possess
the capability to retrieve said information. Within the Hyperledger Fabric network, the
application of smart contracts ensures that data access and distribution adhere strictly to
established regulations and permissions.

8.2. Solution Prototype

The enumerator system is accessible by administrative users, authorized surveyors,
and registered NGOs and their representatives assigned to data collection. They can access
the system by logging into their accounts.

8.2.1. Dashboard

The dashboard is the main landing page after successful login by all types of
authorized users.

For the admin users, the main page shows the total number of active NGOs and surveyors
on the system, as shown in Figure 2. The admin user has access to the following pages:

1. Dashboard—it shows the total number of active NGOs and surveyors.
2. Add Users—the admin user has access to add registered NGOs and surveyors to

the network.
3. Census Records—the admin user can see records from all the users.
4. NGOs—it shows the active/inactive list of NGO representatives.
5. Surveyors—it shows the active/inactive list of authorized surveyors.
6. Settings—they include the “Profile Settings” and “Change Password” functions.
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For the NGOs/surveyors, the main page shows the user’s total collected census
records, as demonstrated in Figure 3. The surveyors and NGO enumerators have access to
the following pages:

1. Dashboard—it shows the user’s total collected census records.
2. Census Form—population and housing census data collection form.
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3. Census Record—the NGOs and surveyors can only see records they have collected.
4. Settings—they include the “Profile Settings” and “Change Password” functions.
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8.2.2. Census Form

The census survey form has been structured based on the information provided by
the bureau [58]. After collecting the data, a filled form will be reviewed by the interviewee,
followed by the requesting of a thumbprint, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
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Figure 4. Complete digital census form in preview view: (a) initial section of the census form to
collect personal information; and (b) continuation of the census form, collecting information about
the individual’s house.

Individuals are then asked if they want to monetize their data and are given the
authority to allow or restrain the sharing of their information with business entities, thus
gaining some financial support.

We used a Futronic fingerprint device—model number FS88H—for collecting thumbprint
data [59]. This scanner is suitable for high-traffic applications such as border control, iden-
tity card issuance, driver’s license processing, elections, and various types of civilian
Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS). Its exceptional capability to capture
high-quality fingerprint images with minimal distortions, along with its robust sensor,
makes it well-suited for these purposes. Most importantly, the FS88 OEM module is
available to integrate scanners into the existing systems [59].

The Census Records option presents the IPFS hash, monetization (if customer allowed),
created by, created at, and region information collected by the enumerator. If any change
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occurs in the record, it will keep showing one record, but with two or more IPFS hashes
(depending on the number of times a record has been altered)—for the previous hashes
as intended contents see Figure 6. Admin users can see records from all users; NGOs and
surveyors can only see records they have collected.
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8.2.3. Analytics

On the main page for logging in, the Analytics option is provided to see the aggregated
results of the national and population census. The aggregated results are provided in the
form of tables and are also available to download in a CSV (Comma-separated values)
format to enhance their reusability, as shown in Figure 7.
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9. Prototype Testing and Results

One of the geospatial locations’ boundaries was selected, defined by the National Census
Bureau, to collect census data. Three local NGOs—Saylani [60], Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal [61], and
Customs Healthcare Society [62]—were onboarded, with consent to support this research work.

Two out of three NGOs helped by providing one volunteer each to conduct door-to-
door data collection, leveraging their familiarity with the community. They also shared
pre-existing data from their records. The third NGO, with a healthcare facility in the area,
gathered information from patients during checkups.

The volunteers were equipped with tablets installed with our solution for information
collection. Since the volunteers were not tech-savvy, a training session lasting three hours
was conducted before fieldwork. The training covered application usage and addressed
any queries that the volunteers had.

We surveyed 265 units, encompassing both residential houses and homeless indi-
viduals in one selected geospatial location. Within this group, we identified 53 homeless
individuals possessing national ID cards and 23 without any form of identification. For
the latter group, we collected thumbprints, totaling 76 homeless individuals (refer to
Figure 7—By Residential Nature section).

In the context of this proof-of-concept, it is crucial to emphasize the living conditions
of the homeless community. The chosen urban location attracts individuals migrating from
rural areas in search of employment opportunities. The labor community often migrates
individually and resides in shared accommodations to minimize rental costs, support their
families, or sustain themselves. Our interactions with them typically occurred after official
working hours. Their living arrangements varied, with some utilizing workshops, placing
basic beds in corners, residing in under-construction buildings, beneath bridges, on footpaths,
or in open-space tents. Unlike housing owners/renters, the homeless community was cooper-
ative, providing maximum information and granting permission for us to capture photos of
their living arrangements, as depicted in Figure 8 (verbal permission obtained).
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The monthly hosting cost of Hyperledger 
Fabric could be between $4200 and $8600, 

considering cloud-based services with mod-
erate traffic and data needs 

Data records are resistant to tampering and 
can be verified 

Development and implementation expenses Enhanced security and confidentiality of the 
data 

One-time resources training cost on block-
chain infrastructure/mechanism 

Smart contracts facilitate the automation of 
data verification and aggregation 
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The system evaluation was accomplished in four stages: (i) architecture design,
(ii) prototype solution, (iii) software usability, and (iv) blockchain performance.

9.1. Evaluation of the Architecture Design

A cost–benefit analysis offers essential insights into the potential expenses and ad-
vantages of the proposed system, assisting in informed decision-making regarding its
development and deployment. Although the cost–benefit analysis (Table 5) is not inclusive
to all, as some restrictions apply to the organization sharing confidential information, it
covers the maximum knowledge and estimations based on the information provided by the
National Bureau of Census of Pakistan. It is essential to highlight that Pakistan completed
its inaugural digital national population census in March 2023, incurring an estimated cost
of USD 3.5 million [63]. The digital census still stands on central (non-distributed) infras-
tructure, and news media broadcasted its same limitations and drawbacks, as identified in
the literature review and case study conducted.

Table 5. Costs vs. benefits.

Costs Benefits

The monthly hosting cost of Hyperledger Fabric
could be between $4200 and $8600, considering

cloud-based services with moderate traffic
and data needs

Data records are resistant to tampering
and can be verified

Development and implementation expenses Enhanced security and confidentiality
of the data

One-time resources training cost on blockchain
infrastructure/mechanism

Smart contracts facilitate the automation of data
verification and aggregation

Costs for migrating from current systems An unchangeable audit trail could minimize fraud

Integration of fingerprint devices FS88 OEM A synchronized system could boost the efficiency
and precision of census operations

SMS notifications Offers a prospective framework for various
governmental record-keeping systems

Additional time/effort for consensus and governance An open ecosystem could permit external
applications to harness the data

Estimating an approximate cost is challenging due to several dependencies, including
development, infrastructure, operations, monitoring, and training services. Typically, in
response to government calls for project bids, software and information technology com-
panies submit proposals. These proposals include the costs associated with development,
operations, infrastructure, features/functionality, and various services offered, making it
difficult to determine an exact cost. Nevertheless, we have attempted to outline the cost
dimensions within the confines of IT systems and infrastructure.
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9.2. Evaluation of the Prototype Solution

The initial plan was to verify the prototype results using data from the last national
census, but this approach proved unsuccessful. In 2021, the Bureau of Census used to
release population counts at the block level. However, due to recent policy amendments,
this information has been withheld, including the counted figures of attributes crucial for
research result verification.

To overcome this obstacle, two additional questions were introduced during the
prototype execution, apart from the primary census data collection. Residents were queried
about the following:

(i). Have you ever counted for the national population and housing census in 2023 or
2017? (Yes/No)

(ii). Have you faced racial or ethnic discrimination during census 2023/2017 conduct?
(Yes/No)

We found that 47% of inhabitants migrated from rural areas approximately 6–9 years
ago, seeking an improved lifestyle, enhanced living standards, or better financial prospects
to manage family responsibilities adequately. Approximately 15% indicated uncertainty
about their previous participation in a census. Only 14% of residential properties (compris-
ing twenty-seven renters and homeowners) confirmed that the national census team had
not visited their residence, totaling eighty-one residents based on the average household
size of three in this area.

As mentioned earlier, approximately 23 homeless individuals lacking national identity
documentation would have remained uncounted had traditional methods been used. The
total population in the area is 357; when considering the 81 residents and 23 homeless
individuals, the total comes to 104 people. This group represents 29% of the missing
population in the selected block.

The Bureau of Census has around 185,512 defined boundary blocks—118,718 rural
blocks and 66,794 urban blocks. Given the conduction of prototype testing in a complex
living arrangement, we have a sample size of an urban location and, so, can perform some
approximate calculations based on different scenarios. These scenarios are inclusive of urban
areas only for missed populations and undercounted communities. Various remote areas exist
in rural territories where NGOs are quite active in providing basic goods for human needs;
this scenario was not included in our study because of a lack of sample size and approximate
count of remote areas. Instead, we followed the reports of undercounted and discriminated
communities and made some calculations. The following scenarios were identified during
our deep study of the literature review, as well as during prototype execution.

Scenario 1: If we make a rough estimate based on the missed population figure we
exposed, on average, the census team missed 29% of the population per urban block—
66,794 × 104 = 6,946,576 (~7 million).

Scenario 2: Multiple families living in a residential house where all direct owners share
the same equity in the house.

Scenario 3: Residential plazas with secure entrances make these locations unreachable
to the surveyors.

Scenario 4: Remote areas that are primarily reachable by the NGOs. The census team
probably missed some blocks of these under the rural block count.

Scenario 5: Bengalis are the most discriminated ethnic community in Pakistan. About
132 Bengali colonies in and around Karachi struggle for recognition and official identity
documents. There are three million (3 million) Bengalis in Karachi alone [64]. Many
individuals have resided in the country since well before the 1971 civil war that resulted in
the formation of present-day Bangladesh, formerly known as East Pakistan. Despite being
born in Pakistan, they face the deprivation of official recognition and citizenship and are
unable to vote, attend government schools, or have access to public health. They have been
fighting legal battles for their rights since 1993 [65]. Similarly, the transgender community,
with reported counts of 400,000–500,000 as of 2017 [66], has not yet been approached by
National Bureau enumerators, and it is said that 35% (~140,000) of the community has
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vanished [67]. Religious communities, i.e., Hindu and Christian, represent 2.7% [68] of
the total population (869,011), and they are undercounted too. If we sum up all these
communities, they approximately add up to a total of 4 million people (3,000,000 Bengalis +
140,000 Transgender + 869,011 Hindu and Christian).

Given the above-mentioned scenarios, only two of them (scenarios 1 and 5) are com-
putable, as their sample size is available and presents an estimated 11 million people
belonging to the missed population. The missed population figure must be higher con-
sidering other valid scenarios and the most populated cities. It may seem like 10 million
is not a prominent figure against Pakistan’s 207 million population. Still, it is of utmost
importance that, by missing these people, we are not getting an accurate picture of the
country’s dynamics for next year’s planning or policy making. The missed population
mainly belongs to the blue-collar community, which may affect and skew health, economic,
and overall country development projections.

As we have just identified, most of the missed population belongs to the blue-collar
community. The Bureau of Census needs to reconsider its modus operandi, considering
these people’s work hours and status as non-ID card holders. In our study, we addressed
both issues by approaching them after official working hours (after 4 p.m., when they
usually call it a day) and collecting thumbprints from non-ID card holders.

The new system requirement analysis and function breakdown were performed based
on structured interviews conducted at the National Census Bureau of Pakistan. As shown
in Table 6, all function breakdowns (listed in Table 3) were accomplished, except for sending
a confirmation notification to the interviewee, as it had a low priority; another exception was
prototyping, as it was not suitable. Also, with respect to Table 1, where we hypothesized
that the implementation of blockchain technology holds the promise to alleviate if not
entirely eradicate, the identified challenges—population coverage improved because we
combined data from NGOs that were providing support to underprivileged communities.
Well-tested during prototype execution and discussed in scenarios 1–5, the cost of census
execution can be considered to be reduced by involving NGOs. NGOs are non-profit
organizations; therefore, by involving them, the cost of designating schoolteachers and
providing lounging, daily allowances, and logistic costs would be avoided. Moreover,
a blockchain-based system omits the need of audit expenses. As blockchain technology
brings the aspect of privacy and easy data dissemination using smart contracts, we consider
these issues to be resolved altogether. Ethnic and racial discrimination would surely be
improved if we were to include the communities from scenario number 5 in the count.
Lastly, the cooperation and participation of the public would surely improve if we were
to give them a sense of trust in their data privacy and security by educating them on
secure system infrastructure through new media channels. The same phenomenon was
observed during the pilot when we educated the interviewees about the system being
encrypted and secure.

Table 6. Challenges improved with blockchain.

Challenges of Centralized
System

Applicable Scenarios/Blockchain
Characteristics Improved/Resolved

Population Coverage Scenario 1–4 Improved

Ethnic and Racial Discrimination Scenario 5 Improved

Privacy Concerns Blockchain characteristic Resolved

Census Data Distribution Blockchain characteristic Resolved

Cost of Census Blockchain characteristic Improved (in terms of reduction)

Cooperation and Participation Blockchain characteristic Improved

9.3. Evaluation of Software Usability

Although there are various ways to evaluate software usability, given the project scope
of simulation execution, we are bound to one metric only—post-survey assessment. As
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mentioned before, as is the norm of the Bureau of the Census to train their surveyors before
sending them for fieldwork, we conducted training for the volunteers on the use of the
platform and educated them on the census survey form. At the end of the fieldwork, the
volunteers were asked to attempt a questionnaire on the usability of the software used
during the conduction of the census. Four questions were asked, and the overall software
feasibility condition was satisfied, as shown in Figure 9. No one had faced any difficulties
or technical errors during the conduction of the census.
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9.4. Evaluation of Blockchain Performance

For prototype testing, we configured two peer nodes of the Membership Service
Provider (MSP)—the Census Bureau node and the NGO node. The Hyperledger Fabric
chain code deployed Amazon Web Services (AWS) and utilized Amazon Lightsail [69]
with the specification of 4 GB RAM, 2 CPUs, and 80 GB SSD. The IPFS was configured on
infura.io [70], and the total amount of data stored was 128 MB for 265 sets of household
information and 30 thumbprint files. The front-end application was deployed and run
directly on the tablets with fingerprint SDK installed on it. Given the above, it is also
important to mention that this was non-funded research work.

The BINC-TAPS framework performance was evaluated using the latency and block
size metrics, outlined as follows:

• Latency: It is characterized as the delay occurring when one component of a system
awaits a response from another system component. Within the blockchain network
context, latency refers to the duration between the submission of a transaction to the
network and the initial acceptance confirmation by the network.

• Block size evaluation: The block size denotes the volume of data stored in a single
block, with each block containing transaction data in the chain. The examination of
block size involves analyzing the average increase in the size of files or the blockchain.

The performance was assessed for three main functions: (i) creating a record,
(ii) obtaining a record, and (iii) updating a record. These are the primary functions that
occur in a national census system.

We examined the record creation time to assess latency, as illustrated in Figure 10a.
The random delays in the request execution times stemmed from the decentralized nature
of the blockchain. With multiple nodes involved and no central system controlling the data,
the variations in execution times occurred due to factors like individual node capacities,
time-consuming and lengthy census forms, delays in transaction submission, local machine
response times, machine speed, and internet bandwidth across the blockchain network.
These elements contributed to latency variations across different servers.
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The function of creating a record was reiterated 5000 times, propelling the blockchain’s
expansion from 0.69 KB to 409 KB over 5000 blocks. Demonstrating an average size increase
of 79 KB, Figure 10b highlights a consistent correlation between the quantity of blocks and
the overall size of the blockchain. Notably, for recently mined blocks containing a sub-
stantial volume of transactions, the figure reveals a linear increase in file size, particularly
evident between blocks 1012 and 1125. Throughout these processes, the development strat-
egy abstained from specifying the number of transactions per block, resulting in nuanced
size differences contingent on the nature of each operation.

Regardless of blockchain performance, we tested this method with limited resources
and within the neighborhood of one of the researchers (neighbor advocates around their
neighborhood), primarily to validate the idea of improving the population coverage issue
of national housing and population censuses. However, the entire system sizing had been
performed well in another publication [71], as well as the assessment of the network’s
traffic (workload) and solution deployment architecture. To determine the peak workload
value for the system, an estimation was made based on the Pakistan Census facts from
2017 and 2023. With 121,000 enumerators working 8 h a day for 30 days to enumerate
32,185,605 households, each enumerator collecting data on an average of 6.39 individuals
per household, the total number of data points to be recorded would reach 237,752,338.
Additionally, considering one thumbprint collected and stored on the IPFS for each
household representative, the system’s workload would involve handling approximately
16,511 transactions per minute or 275 transactions per second. This calculation ensured
that the system would be capable of efficiently processing the substantial volume of data
generated during the 30-day census period. To accommodate this workload, the system was
designed for horizontal scalability by adding peer nodes as needed, with load-balancing
mechanisms to distribute traffic evenly and ensure optimal performance based on hardware,
software, and data complexities [71].

10. Discussion

Blockchain technology has been explored in the government sector for various use
cases, but the enumeration process of population census has never been in the spotlight.
In this study, a systematic literature review was performed on the existing systems for
population censuses and identified quite a lot of limitations and drawbacks. There remains
a noticeable lag in adopting technologies for the efficiency and security of extensive op-
erations like census and enumeration processes. An opportunity exists for substantial
improvements that can enhance the results, diminish political influences, and lower the
overall financial resource burden of said processes. Countries around the world have the
potential to implement more effective measures for data collection, data management, and
enhancing the coverage of population census efforts. Public blockchain networks, like
Ethereum, are often unsuitable for enterprise applications due to several factors. These
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include their limited throughput, transaction fees, inefficient consensus protocols, and
an inability to store sensitive data securely [72]. In contrast, permissioned blockchain
frameworks empower enterprises to establish private or consortium networks, fostering
secure and trustless collaborations. The Hyperledger Fabric framework best suits this
research and has a track record of identity management use cases.

By leveraging blockchain technology in the census enumeration process, this research
aimed to address missed population coverage and ethnic and racial discrimination and
enhance data security, transparency, and efficiency. This research also highlighted the potential
for blockchain technology to revolutionize traditional census processes, providing a more
secure and robust data collection and management solution. However, implementing such a
complex infrastructure requires careful planning, investment, and stakeholder cooperation to
ensure its successful deployment and integration in the census enumeration process.

Although collecting anonymized census data for research is tedious, the software
feasibility test and blockchain network performance results are rejuvenating and satisfactory
upon completion. With the help of three NGOs and three volunteer surveyors, we were
able to conduct the successful execution of the prototype, the software, and the blockchain
network. The proposed system was then evaluated at four stages, from architecture design
and prototyping to software usability and blockchain performance.

Validating the national population census results through a prototype faced challenges
due to Bureau of Census’s policy changes, notably the discontinuation of block-level data
publication. Additional survey questions revealed significant undercounting, with evidence
suggesting that up to 29% of the population in certain areas, including marginalized groups
and non-ID card holders, were potentially missed using traditional methods. Extrapolating
these findings suggests a considerable underrepresentation at a national level, possibly
exceeding 10 million individuals, particularly in densely populated areas. This underscores
the need for the Bureau of Census to revise its methodologies, ensuring more inclusive and
accurate data collection strategies which accommodate diverse population segments and
their unique circumstances.

Pakistan’s National Bureau of Census conducted its first digital census with the col-
laboration of the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA), which took
care of the technological solutions behind the census [73,74]. In general, NADRA issues
computerized national identity cards to the citizens of Pakistan, manages sensitive infor-
mation (i.e., thumbprints of the index finger and a thumb from both hands) in government
databases, and safeguards national identities from theft. NADRA plays a crucial role in
identity protection. A national identity card is the first thing enumerators ask during the
conduction of a national housing and population census. The Census Bureau is responsible
for covering data collection in the houses of identity card holders; the major limitation of
the Bureau, therefore, was its ignorance of homeless/minority/discriminated communities,
refugees, and non-identity card holders (referred to as missing persons in the census count).
We proposed thumbprint collection in the census process—only mandatory for non-ID card
holders, so that they could be verified by the NADRA. In contrast, if their records did not
exist, these people would provide a corner case for policymakers to analyze such cases and
propose some form of identity to have them listed in the official database. In the future, the
verification of thumbprint could be possible on the go, and the usage and cost of the IPFS
would be minimized as well.

In terms of managing user identity, an encryption method has been applied in our model
to protect identity data (national ID card and thumbprint) both at rest and in transit. This
ensures that, even if data are intercepted, they remain unreadable and secure. In the future,
either a national ID card or a thumbprint could potentially be used to establish an SSI model.
In our study, we collected mobile contact information and email addresses so that multi-factor
authentication could be applied to verify the identity of individuals participating in the census.
This reduced the risk of impersonation or duplicate entries. Privacy risks such as identify theft
and data breaches still exist, even when strong encryption applied. There are a few strategies
that might help in mitigating these risks, such as the following:
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• Zero-Knowledge Proofs (ZKP): It allows one party to prove to another that a statement
is true without revealing any information beyond the validity of the statement itself.
Implementing ZKP in a blockchain-based census system can enable individuals to
verify their identity or other sensitive information without exposing the actual data.
This approach is particularly valuable in census data collection, ensuring data privacy
and security while maintaining accuracy [75,76].

• Homomorphic Encryption: This form of encryption allows computations to be carried
out on ciphered text, generating an encrypted result which, when decrypted, matches
the result of operations performed on the plain text. It enables the processing of
encrypted census data without needing to decrypt it, thus maintaining data privacy
throughout the analysis phase [77–79].

• Private Smart Contracts: These are smart contracts that maintain the privacy of the
contract’s data and state. Implementing this could ensure that the census data collected
and processed on the blockchain remain confidential and only accessible to authorized
entities [80,81].

• Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI): SSI is a digital identity that gives individuals control over
the storage and management of their personal data. By incorporating SSI, individuals
can manage their demographic data and consent to their use in the census. This not
only empowers citizens but also enhances the security and accuracy of the census data,
as individuals are more likely to provide accurate information if they retain control
over them [82–84].

• Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs): DIDs are a new type of identifier that enables verifi-
able, self-sovereign digital identities. They can be used to create a secure and verifiable
identity system for census data collection, ensuring that each individual’s data are
accurately linked to them without exposing personal information [85,86].

With these strategies, a blockchain-based census system can effectively manage user
identities while mitigating privacy risks, thus significantly strengthening the security and
privacy aspects of the system. This system will be aligned with global trends towards
greater data protection and individual privacy rights, potentially increasing the acceptance
and trustworthiness of the system among the public and stakeholders. The key to this is
to strike a balance between accurate and efficient data collection and the protection of an
individual’s privacy rights.

Managing data provenance in a blockchain-based census system is crucial to ensuring
the integrity, transparency, and trustworthiness of the data collected. Data provenance
refers to the record of the origins, custody, and transformations of the data. In the context
of blockchain technology, this means tracking and documenting every interaction with the
data, from their initial entry into the system to their final state, including any updates or
changes. Blockchain’s inherent structure serves as a natural provenance tool. Its character-
istics, such as an (i) immutable ledger where each block in the chain contains timestamp
and transaction data, which provide an immutable record of all interactions with the data,
and (ii) the traceability of the blockchain ledger allow for the complete traceability of all
data transactions. This means that any changes, access, or updates to the census data can
be traced back to their origin. The other way of handling this is with smart contracts. Smart
contracts can be programmed to automatically record data interactions on the blockchain.
For instance, when census data are updated, the smart contract can log the transaction
details, including who made the change and when. A challenge may arise in that managing
data with extensive provenances on a blockchain can lead to scalability issues.

Nonetheless, there are a few recommendations for safeguarding and data strategies
that could be combined with a blockchain census system to resolve missing persons issues
more completely. The key to this is taking a multifaceted approach, combining technology,
data integration, operational procedures, and governance. These recommendations are the
results of the discussions carried out during our qualitative research and during the design
and testing of the prototype and overall blockchain experience.
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• Continuous Census Data Updating: Rather than just conducting a census at fixed
intervals, integrate a more continuous updating of data using civil registration systems,
surveys, administrative records, and individuals’ own reports. This keeps the data
more dynamic and accurate.

• Cross-linking of Datasets: In addition to linking census data on-chain, link them to
other official government datasets like birth/death certificates, medical records, tax
records, social services, etc. This provides a more holistic view of individuals and
families, making it harder for people to fall through the cracks.

• Privacy-preserving Record Linkage: Use statistical techniques to link individuals
across datasets in a privacy-preserving way. This allows data to be integrated without
compromising individuals’ privacy with a public, transparent blockchain.

• Offline Backups and Versioning: Maintain offline backups of census data in case the
blockchain is disrupted or provides an additional level of security. Store historic
versions of the data to allow for the auditing and resolution of errors.

• Verification Procedures: Implement robust verification procedures to ensure that
individuals are counted correctly and that the data associated with them are accurate.
This could include cross-referencing other data sources, audits, and a process for
individuals to report errors.

• Outreach Programs: Create proactive outreach programs to identify and count marginal-
ized groups that may be underrepresented in a census. Partner with local communities
and nonprofits to improve coverage.

• Governance and Security: Establish proper governance and security procedures over
the census data and blockchain system to prevent unauthorized access or tampering.
Add built-in auditing to monitor issues.

• Testing and Auditing: Conduct regular testing, simulations, and auditing of the census
blockchain system to identify weaknesses and make continuous improvements to the
system and procedures.

• Individual Ownership and Access: Give individuals access to their own census records
and a means to report errors or changes. This helps engage individuals and keeps the
data more accurate.

On the other hand, if we talk about specific marginalized groups, a few effective
measures can ensure that these groups are counted during the census process.

• Targeted Outreach: Conduct targeted outreach campaigns specifically focused on
marginalized groups like homeless populations, migrants, refugees, indigenous groups,
etc. This could include on-the-ground outreach workers, partnerships with local non-
profits and community groups, and multilingual messaging.

• Accommodate Diverse Living Situations: The census should be designed to accommo-
date people with diverse living situations, including those without traditional housing,
stable addresses, or documentation. Allow options to report temporary addresses,
cross-streets, or describe locations, and accept reports from shelter administrators or
outreach workers.

• Incentivize Participation: Provide incentives for marginalized groups to participate
in the census, such as access to essential services, food assistance, healthcare, cash
payments or credits, etc. This can help overcome distrust or a lack of motivation to
engage with the census.

• Accommodate Disabilities and Limitations: The census procedure and forms should
accommodate individuals with visual impairments, learning disabilities, limited literacy,
or other issues that could deter participation. This could include braille, large-print and
audio questionnaires, a simplified census form, and census workers with relevant training.

• Build Trust and Reassure Privacy: Conduct education campaigns to build trust in the
census process and reassure individuals, especially marginalized groups, that their
data will be kept private and secure and will not be used against them. Transparency
about data usage and consent policies can help build confidence.
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• Partner with Advocacy Groups: Census agencies should work closely with advocacy
groups representing marginalized communities. They can provide input into census
design, help promote participation, and reassure their communities that the census is
necessary and safe to engage with.

• Provide Census Surveyors with Diversity Training: Require census takers and out-
reach workers to complete diversity and inclusion training so they have a better
understanding of the barriers and issues faced by marginalized groups. They will be
better equipped to effectively conduct outreach and properly count these populations.

• Follow Up on Undercounted Areas: Analyze census results to identify geographic
areas or communities that appear to be undercounted. Then, conduct follow-up
outreach to count missing individuals and work to determine the causes for the
undercounting so the next census can be improved.

• Accept the Self-reporting of Demographics: Allow individuals to self-report demo-
graphic information, like ethnicity, tribe, disability status, income, etc., rather than
having census takers assign categories. This will result in more accurate counts,
especially for marginalized groups.

These are some of the critical ways in which a census can help ensure that even the
most marginalized groups in society are correctly counted. A census has a better chance
of achieving a complete count with targeted outreaches, accommodations, trust-building
practices, partnerships with advocates, and follow-ups on undercounts.

From a controversial point of view, the following question can be raised: why use
blockchain if these problems can be resolved or improved in a centralized system? Building
a transparent and secure system for a census using centralized database and technologies
is feasible, but it comes with some inherent challenges and trade-offs compared to a
blockchain-based system. A comparison has been made regarding the advantages and
disadvantages of both approaches in Table 7.

Although centralized databases can be simpler to set up, they may lack some of the
security and transparency features that blockchain offers. We can say that the population
coverage (missed population) issue can be improved in either approach through the centralized
infrastructure of thumbprint collection devices, but, again, the decentralization, privacy,
security, trust, and transparency of the system are today’s public needs. Ethnic and racial
discrimination issues in censuses can only be resolved with a blockchain-based system.
Blockchain does introduce complexity but provides enhanced security, transparency, and
decentralization. Overall, our proposed blockchain-based census system offers robustness,
scalability, and improvements in the system as well as promotes transparency and trust in
the general public so that they can participate in the census process confidently. The same
results cannot be accomplished with any sort of centralized system.

Table 7. Advantages and disadvantages of centralized vs. blockchain-based approaches.

Approach Advantages Disadvantages
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Simplicity: Centralized databases are typically
easier to set up and manage compared to

distributed systems. They require less complex
infrastructure.

Single Point of Failure: A centralized system has a
single point of failure. If the central database is

compromised, all the data
are at risk.

Performance: In certain scenarios, centralized
databases may offer better performance for reading
and writing operations since all the data are stored

in one location.

Data Integrity: With a single database, ensuring
data integrity can be challenging. Any corruption

or tampering could have widespread effects.

Control: Centralized systems provide a single
point of control and authority, making it easier for

administrators to manage
access and permissions.

Security Concerns: Centralized databases are more
susceptible to targeted attacks. Once breached, an
attacker can potentially gain access to all sensitive

information.

Lack of Trust: Centralized systems may
face issues related to trust. Users may be

concerned about how their data are being handled
and whether they are being misused.
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Table 7. Cont.

Approach Advantages Disadvantages
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Decentralization: Blockchain operates on a
decentralized network, reducing the risk of a single

point of failure. Data are distributed across
multiple nodes.

Complexity: Implementing and managing a
blockchain system can be more complex than a

centralized database, requiring specialized
knowledge.

Security: The immutability of blockchain ensures
that once data are recorded, they cannot be easily

altered or tampered with, enhancing data security.

Regulatory Challenges: There may be regulatory
uncertainties and challenges associated with the

use of blockchain technology in certain
jurisdictions.

Transparency: The transparent nature
of blockchain allows participants to trace and

verify transactions, promoting trust
and accountability.

Privacy: Advanced encryption techniques in
blockchain systems can provide a high level of

privacy and data protection.

11. Conclusions

Blockchain technology offers promising potential to help address some key challenges
in conducting an effective national population census. The decentralized and distributed
nature of blockchain could enable diverse humanitarian entities and government to co-
ordinate and collaborate securely on a shared platform. This could assist in improving
population coverage, especially reaching marginalized communities through trusted non-
profit partners. Blockchain’s inherent verification mechanisms via distributed consensus
could also strengthen the reliability of census data collection from multiple sources. Indi-
vidual identity management on blockchain makes it feasible to build an accurate database
covering all residents across jurisdictions while securing their privacy. If thoughtfully
designed with appropriate permissions, such a robust digital census database could be in-
valuable for policymaking bodies and researchers to gain rapid insights for social planning.
However, blockchain is not a silver bullet—factors like infrastructure readiness, legal frame-
works, blockchain network design tailored for census needs, and community participation
remain pivotal for its successful adoption. With careful implementation, blockchain’s
decentralization and cryptographic security properties could provide a foundational layer
for the complex mechanics of a national census to thrive.

Our research has made significant contributions to the field, enhancing the body of
knowledge in several key areas related to national population censuses and the innovative
application of blockchain technology. Firstly, we developed a comprehensive knowledge
bank addressing the global challenges encountered in conducting national population cen-
suses. Our work also highlights the pivotal role of NGOs in achieving accurate population
coverage, particularly for marginalized, deprived, and homeless communities.

Our major contribution to the research is the development of a blockchain-based
system that mitigates the missing population problem that occurs in existing national
housing and population censuses. We presented a case where NGOs collaborate with the
National Census Bureau (cross-agency collaboration), enabling a more holistic approach
to identifying and addressing missing person challenges by leveraging data from various
sources. Our research highlights the fact that blockchain’s decentralized and immutable
nature ensures the reduction in the risk of data loss (even in the events of natural disas-
ters or system failures) or manipulation and minimizes the chances of missing persons
occurring due to accidental errors or deliberate tampering. Blockchain’s transparency
brings trust in the census process and encourages individuals to participate, reducing
the likelihood of intentional avoidance or underreporting. With secure and private data
handling, individuals may feel more confident that their personal information is being
protected, encouraging their active participation and reducing their concerns about pri-
vacy breaches. Using biometric data, such as thumbprints, on the blockchain reduces the
chances of duplicate records and aids governments in accurately identifying and counting
individuals missing identity documents or from discriminated communities, reducing the
risk of missing persons.
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Our research has various sub-contributions, i.e., the development of a blockchain-based
system architecture for housing and population censuses and the collection of thumbprint
data. This architecture is not just theoretical; we implemented a proof-of-concept analysis
and conducted pilot testing to assess the system’s functionality and the performance of
the underlying blockchain network. An innovative aspect of our approach involves using
fingerprint devices to identify individuals who lack traditional identity cards, such as
immigrants, refugees, and the homeless, ensuring their inclusion in census data.

Our study contributes significantly to understanding how blockchain technology can
be utilized for the betterment of humanity. It opens new avenues for future research in
blockchains, particularly focusing on Hyperledger Fabric, chain code, and Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT) in the context of social good. Additionally, our research provides
insights into the optimization and monetization of census practices, offering a more efficient
and economically viable approach to population data collection.

Furthermore, our work serves as a gateway for social interventions aimed at improving
the quality of life of nations. By leveraging advanced technologies like blockchain, we
demonstrate the potential for more accurate, inclusive, and humane approaches to census-
taking, ultimately contributing to better-informed policy-making and resource allocation
for societal benefit.

12. Future Directions

We will be exploring the integration of advanced privacy-preserving technologies,
such as ZKP, SSI, DIDs, and homomorphic encryption. The primary researcher is collabo-
rating with the National Census Bureau of Pakistan on people’s awareness of blockchain
technology, providing consultation on its seamless integration with existing government
databases and systems. We need to ponder upon the incentive mechanisms for citizens,
NGOs, and agencies to further encourage their active participation in order to reduce the
likelihood of intentional avoidance. Another important aspect we will be working on is
the development of blockchain standards specifically tailored for census applications as
well as the integration of machine learning algorithms for predictive analytics and trend
analysis based on census data. Models card tools will be considered for the transparent
documentation of machine learning models. They can be used to document the algorithms
and models used for data analysis and prediction, and they can detail the data inputs,
model training processes, versioning, performance metrics, and any biases identified in the
models. The exploration of the implementation of a decentralized governance model for
decision-making within the census blockchain network described in this study is another
dimension we will be looking into.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire—Target Audience: Bureau of National Population Census
Section 1. About You:

1. What is your designation/position in the organization? (text)
2. How long have you been working with the Census Bureau? (9 years or high/7+

years/5+ years/3+ years/2 years or less)

Section 2. Existing Population Census System:

3. Is the current system immutable? (Yes/No)

* immutable means unable to change/alter once a record is entered in the system, even
from the inspector/supervisor.

4. How reliable is the current population census system? (Yes/No) * reliable means
totally free of technical errors; consistently performs according to its specifications.

5. Do you share the population census data with other entities like government depart-
ments or private companies? (Yes/No)

5.1. If yes, what kind of organizations (text)
5.2. Why do they need the data? (text)

6. Are the data easily accessible to these organizations/government departments when
needed? (Yes/No)

7. How do they access the data? (direct access via portal/assigned login accounts/Dropbox-
Email File Transfer/via USB drive/obtain data via CD drive)

8. Is the current system secured from data leakage and authorized access? (Yes/No)
* secure means free from or not exposed to danger or harm; safe.

9. Is the current system recoverable? (Yes/No) * recoverable means to be restored to a
normal or usual condition.

10. Do you take complete ownership/responsibility of your own collected data points
only and do not rely on 3rd party datasets? (Yes/No) * means are you only responsible
for your own collected data points?

11. Do you consider any reliable open-source network data to cover the missing data?
(Yes/No)

* e.g., NGO data are available for people living in hand-to-mouth circumstances,
would you consider this and ensure your data coverage?

Section 3. About Missing Population—Futuristic Approach/System

12. Research says that people who are not living in houses (homeless communities, under
the bridge, on footpaths, jail, asylum, etc.), transgender, orphan houses, hospital
patients, and victims of ethnic/racial discrimination are missed from the census
population counting, do you agree with it? (Strongly Agree, Agrees, Neutral, Disagree,
Strongly Disagree)

12.1. If disagree: Please explain (text)

13. Do you use any alternative way (solution to integrate them in census population
counting? (Yes/No)

13.1. If yes, please state alternative way(solution): (text)

14. Do you have any plans to integrate homeless and transgender, travelers’ communities,
orphan houses, and hospitals into the current census population system? (Yes/No)
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15. If Yes or No, please explain?
16. Would you consider reliable open-source network data to cover the missing person

from NGOs who provide aid to striving communities?
17. Which measure have you taken to achieve this goal? (text)
18. Anything you like to share regarding this problem? (text)

Section 4. About Blockchain:

19. Are you familiar with distributed ledger (DL) database (blockchain technology) and
what benefits it holds? (Yes/No) * The distributed ledger database is spread across
several nodes (devices) on a peer-to-peer network, where each replicate and saves an
identical copy of the ledger and updates itself independently. The primary advantage
is the lack of central authority.

19.1. If yes, do you think a blockchain is better than a centralized system to address
the missing persons issue? (Yes/No)

19.2. If yes, in what ways have you ever considered permissioned distributed ledger
(private blockchain) technology for the enhancement of census population
system? (text)

20. Do you think that DL/blockchain can help to solve the missing person problem? (text)

Section 5. Open Question:

21. Any risks/challenges/security issues/blockers/pain points you would like to share
regarding existing population census system? (text)

22. What do you suggest for improving the population census in the future so it would
be more inclusive for all and technologically better? (text)

23. What functionality do you think is more appropriate to have in the census system?
(text)
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